Introduction
From an engineer's point of view the instruments for minimal invasive surgery have seen no major progress. The equipment setup in this domain has virtually not changed since the days in which this surgical method was being introduced. Beside some exceptions the instrumentation consists of rigid rod like graspers and scissors. On the other hand new minimal invasive operation modes have been developed like Single Port or NOTES surgery. These procedures aim on reducing complications related to port placement but make high demands on the instrumentation setup [1] . Indeed, progressive instruments being articulating or flexible have been developed. Due to limited force transmission, impossibility of robust grasping and complicated handling these mechanical multi degree of freedom instruments have never really found their application [2] .
Methods
To determine the specifications that new minimal invasive surgical procedures like Single Port or NOTES demand on the instrumentation, requirement analyses have been conducted. This breakdown has shown that there is no way to develop mechanically driven instruments that are suitable for these surgical modes. Simply because they asset the immanent problem that the user interface is mechanically coupled to the instruments tip in the body. The solution for this case, the mechanical decoupling of the movements and forces applied by the doctor to the user interface and the movements and forces working on the instruments tip, needs micro drives situated near the tip of the surgical instruments.
For this reason possible micro drive solutions have been explored. As result, actuation with micro hydraulic systems was the only possibility to fulfill the requirements determined before. Subsequent the usability of hydraulic systems for medical applications was checked. Therefore potential hydraulic fluids compatible with use in medical devices have been examined. The possibility to sterilize hydraulic systems being filled with these fluids was verified afterwards. In the next, consequential step, a set of various surgical instruments with a hydraulic force transmission have been developed. The set comprises of four types of different instruments:
-One type with fixed shafts ( fig. 1 ) similar to the instruments used in laparoscopic operations. 
Results
It was possible to find solutions to make hydraulics suitable for use in medical device. Potential hydraulic fluids meeting with the requirements in medical applications were found. An isotonic salt solution as yet used for flushing during surgical interventions is the first alternative to be used as hydraulic fluid. Also medical withe oil applied as lubricant for surgical tools so far and silicone oil currently inserted in implants are possible solutions. As well it was feasible to show that the sterilizability of the hydraulic systems is no issue as the complete system filled with hydraulic fluid can be sterilized in the autoclave. The developed cylinders reach outer diameters below 3mm including housing. With this size flexible shaft instruments can be set up suitable to fit through the working channels of flexile endoscopes. In comparison to the instruments regularly used in this case, that means, instruments actuated by cable pull or connection rod, these flexible hydraulic instruments feature tremendous advantages. While the friction in commonly used grippers, and scissors rises with the bending radius of their shaft, possibly that much that they become unusable, the hydraulic powered ones do not lose their quality of minimal handling losses and direct handling control no matter in which radius they are bent. With further development of the hydraulic actuation principle it was possible to design an automated instrument exchange system. With no direct mechanical connection between manual input and instrument tip the real instruments can be miniaturized to small capsules which can be exchanged with an automated mechanism very fast. With this system the exchange of different laparoscopic instruments or the delivery of consumables to the operation site can be done with the push of a button within seconds. Their real strengths hydraulic systems can play out if they power instruments with tips being able to be moved with multi degrees of freedom (DOF). Common instruments with these features are limited to fixed, straight shaft geometries. In contrary, instruments with a Multi-DOF tip and hydraulic force transmission do not have these restrictions. Their shafts can be bent in any angle or be designed totally flexible. With these possibilities these instruments lead to complete new opportunities for NOTES procedures. As they can be inserted through flexible endoscopes and once brought in working position, they give the possibility to manipulate and dissect tissue with multi degrees of freedom. Also orthopaedic interventions were due to complicated anatomic situation and limited space, specially bent instruments have to be used can benefit from these hydraulic instruments.
Discussion
It was shown that it is possible to design and operate hydraulic instruments that they meet the requirements of sterilizability and biocompatibility required in medical applications. These instruments allow, due to minimal handling losses a very precise direct handling control. In addition they offer a wide range of advantages compared to common mechanically actuated ones. 
